ENGLISH GRAMMAR
TOPIC: ARTICLES

CLASS – VI

LESSON-4

Objectives – By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:





Define an article.
Identify a definite and indefinite article.
Choose the proper type of article for a given noun.
Use them correctly in a sentence.

Materials Required –
 Laptop/Mobile Phone/Any other device to attend the class
 Internet access


Introduction –
Duration: 5 Minutes
 Teacher asks students to write a descriptive word about their outfit.
 They are allowed to show that written word on camera to everyone.
 It is explained to them that they just used an adjective to describe their dress
and in this lesson they are going to explore two special types of adjectives:
definite articles and indefinite articles.
 Now, students are shown a video to carry on this topic further.

Explicit Instruction / Teacher Modeling –
Duration: 25 Minutes
Lesson begins with an example:

He wanted to visit zoo that Sunday.
By using ‘the’, we can understand that it was one specific zoo he wanted to visit on
that specific Sunday.
But if we say,

He wanted to visit a zoo on a Sunday.

By using ‘a’, we can see it created a general statement, which means that he
wanted to visit any zoo on any Sunday.
Few more examples:

He wants to eat an apple.

Can you please pass me the hammer?

Ironman is a superhero.

These a, an and the are the three articles used
before a noun.They help determine whether the noun is specific or unspecific.

Now,

Students are shown a video to introduce the concept of indefinite articles to
them.

Link for the video
(https://www.toppr.com/learn/english/articles/videos/121793/ ) is shared with them so that
they can watch it later also.
Video is paused at intervals to explain the following concepts:
 The indefinite articles A/An is used to refer to something in general.
For example:

I asked my friend, “should I bring a gift to the
party?”

Here, we can see, question is not being asked about a specific gift, it
can be anything.
Another example:

Johnny ate an orange.
In this example too, the orange Johnny eating is not specific, it can be an
orange his mom gave him or it can be an orange he plucked from the
garden.
Students are shown a video to introduce the concept of definite article to
them.

Link for the video
(https://youtu.be/ZBxF4wlXR0c) is shared with them so they can watch it
later also.
Video is paused at intervals to explain the following concepts:
 The definite article The is used when both the writer/speaker and the
reader/listener know what is being referred to.

For example:

Josh asked Ron, “Are you going to the party
this weekend?”
In this example, the definite article tells that Josh is referring to a specific
party that both Josh and Ron know about.

Enrichment: Link to an online game of articles is shared with students
 Kangaroo game of Articles ( https://www.eslgamesplus.com/a-an-the-spin/ )

 Pair work picture differences:
Students are shown two pictures on the shared that are similar but not the
same and being asked to find the differences individually. It is also an
activity that prompts lots of articles, and this can be reinforced by having
one picture where “The cat is under the table” and the other where “A cat is
under the table” (there being more than one cat in the picture in the second
case).
 Video true or false game:
Another way of making students practice articles is to prepare a list of things
that are seen or happen in a video and write them as sentences that have
articles in them. Change some of the sentences to make them different to
what is seen in the film (e.g. “The cat bites the man” when there are several
cats on screen and so it should be “A cat bites the man”), and maybe mix the
sentences up. Students then watch the movie and shout out any sentences
they think they have seen happen, winning or losing points depending on
whether they are right or not.
TOPIC BASED WORKSHEETS:

Worksheet – 1:

Worksheet – 2 :

Evaluation : After receiving students responses, they are evaluated on the
decided criteria by the teacher.

